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Assumptions
List of Voluntary EM vessels
Voluntary 100% BSAI vessels
Budgets stable with no Federal Funds
1.25% fee totaling $ 3.9  M

Goals
Financially stable observer program 
stable sample size 
January 2017-June 2019
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Presentation Notes
EM Workgroup aims to have 90 Hook and Line and 30 Pot boats for 2017.  In 2017, decisions by the EM Workgroup as to whom participates precede and supersede ADP sampling design considerations.



Changes from Last Year

Cost is now included in optimization
Precision and bias not evaluated
Hurdle model approach not used
Gaps based on NMFS Area + Gear, not 
Target, BS Areas not combined
G scores more straightforward

Four stratification schemes:
Gear (status quo)
Gear + partial CP HAL
Gear x Tender
Gear x Tender + partial CP HAL



Calculate optimal weighting for 
retained and discarded catch 

(second term, equation 1)

2014 & 2015 
Trip data
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(equation 2)

2015 
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Draft coverage 
rates

Proportion non-missing cells, G
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based on retained and 
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(equation 1)
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based on compromise 
allocation (equation 3)
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Empirical cumulative distribution curves for the probability of obtaining at least one (left) and three (right) trips in a domain defined by NMFS Area and stratum from four stratification schemes and allocations based on retained, discarded, and both of these metrics (= compromise, depicted as rows).  Better performing stratification schemes are those that reach a value of 1 furthest to the left of the plot.  Relatively poor performance is caused by the Partial CP HAL stratum- dashed lines denote when this stratum’s fishing is removed. (Gear (3 strata) and Gear x Tender (6 strata) designs perform better in general than other two designs that include partial CP HAL strata.)
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Presentation Notes
Comparison of preliminary draft coverage rates resulting from four stratification schemes and discarded, retained, and compromise optimal sample allocations.  Vertical bars denote zero.  Values to the right of 100 depict the number of trips in a stratum.(Coverage rates do not change substantially within a stratum between designs).



NMFS Recommends

Gear x Tender (6) stratification scheme 
with discard optimal allocation

Preliminary Coverage Rates* % (Nh):

• Hook & Line 11.1 (2790) [2016: 15%]

• Pot 3.4 (979) [2016: 15%]

• Trawl 17.6 (2370) [2016: 28%]

• Hook and Line Tender 27 (30)

• Pot Tender 5.9 (183)

• Trawl Tender 14.5 (168)

* Rates have been multiplied by 0.9 to account for potential uncertainty in final ADP
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Data collection by observers is currently the only reliable and verifiable method available for NMFS to gain fishery discard and biological information on fish, and data concerning seabird and marine mammal interactions with fisheries. Much of this information is expeditiously available (e.g., daily or at the end of a trip, depending on the type of vessel) to ensure effective management



Conclusions
Observer Program is employing optimized 
allocation while balancing its ability to fill 
gaps for in-season management of quotas 
and focusing on core role of at-sea 
deployment (discards).

No Federal Funding + 1.25% fee 
= 3,505 days expected in 2017 

2013: 3,533
2014: 4,573
2015: 5,318
2016; 4,900 (estimated 2016 ADP)

2017 ADP days 30.7 % below the 2013-
2016 average  (4,581)

3,505 -> 4,581 would require
fee change 1.25 -> 1.63 %, or
$1.165M (1076 d x $1,083 d)*

Observer deployment in 2017 and beyond 
is likely to be spatially and temporally 
biased and miss some strata entirely 
(Pot Tender, Hook and Line Tender). * 2015 Annual Report
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The resulting coverage rates presented here are well below the rates already demonstrated to result in temporal and spatial bias in observer deployment.  For example, in simulated sampling evaluations of 2014 data, most observer data gaps disappeared or were severely minimized at deployment rates greater than or equal to 15% (NMFS 2015d, p.98). In 2015, selection rates in the 40-57.5’ class of vessels were 12%, and an actual observation rate of 11.2% was achieved (NMFS, 2016). At this level of coverage numerous NMFS Areas without any observer coverage resulted. The temporal bias present in the 57.5’ ≥ class of vessels in 2014 when selection rate was 15% was no longer present in 2015 when selection rates were set at 24% (NMFS, 2016). 



Next Steps (Final ADP)

With Final EM and Voluntary 100% 
BSAI vessel lists:

Adjust anticipated fishing effort if 
warranted given trends seen in fishery 
Jan-Oct of each year (incl. 2016)

Simulate sampling of ‘2017’ fishery 
given optimal weightings for each 
stratum from this draft ADP,

iterate with increasing sample size,

stop when proportion of outcomes 
over:under budget reaches 0.50.

Present results as 2017 Final ADP and 
program resulting selection rates into 
ODDS.



A Proposal

Move ADP from an every year process 
to a “on year- off year” schedule.

Every other year NMFS will evaluate 
potential deployment designs 
including stratification schemes, 
allocation strategies, and resulting 
deployment rates that will be 
reviewed by the Council’s Plan Teams, 
Observer Advisory Committee, 
Advisory Panel, and Council (the “on-
year” process). 

The following year, only adjustments 
to the rates will be evaluated by NMFS 
and reported to the Council (the “off-
year” process).
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How much detail is necessary for this picture to look good?  How much observer coverage is enough? (Changes don’t always happen rapidly and have compounding effects).
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